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Photographed at Black & Light Studio

Contact us today to book our TTMO team for your next project. We can 
provide experienced models, hair stylists, makeup artists, wardrobe 
stylists, and photographers to showcase your brand with eye-catching 
visuals!

Looking for talented models to help 
you promote your brand?

TTMO has got you covered.
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blackandlightstudio.com

North Dallas
Creative Studio
Space

2650 Midway Rd, #222 Carrollton, TX  75006
(972) 810-1744 | info@blackandlightstudio.com

Black & Light Studio, located in North 
Dallas, provides 2100 square feet of creative 
space with beautiful, natural flooding 
window light, colorful backdrops, and a 
variety of unique furniture and accessories. 
Book your next session today!

blkandlightstudio

Photos by TTMO Photographer Ivan Flores
ft. TTMO Models Avery Stevens, Ari Hailey,
& Miles Maresch

Sponsored Ad

Black & Light Studio Space - Photo courtesy of Black & Light Studio

CREATIVE STUDIO SPACE

Ari Hailey

Miles Maresch

Ari Hailey & Avery Stevens
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Photo by John Grady

TTMO (Texas Teen Models Offi-
cial) is an organization dedicated 
to encouraging the development 

of a positive lifestyle in the teenagers of 
today. TTMO also helps promote local 
businesses and creatives through collab-
orative efforts with members of Team 
TTMO.

TTMO is based in Dallas, TX and op-
erates primarily in the Dallas-Fort Worth 
area.

TTMO MISSION STATEMENT

Our main goal is to inspire the following 
message:

Although Team TTMO is composed of 
experienced teen models, modeling and 
participating in creative photoshoots are 
just a portion of what we do. TTMO tries 
to promote the beauty within us all. We 
believe discovering our own individuali-
ty begins with the efforts at kindness that 
we share with the world around us.

TTMO tries to develop this by instill-

WEB
http://ttmomag.com

EMAIL
info@ttmomag.com

INSTAGRAM
@TTMOmag

FACEBOOK
@TTMOmag

TIKTOK
@TTMOmag

“Individuality is our 
greatest strength: we can 
discover who we are by 

embracing our differences, 
having integrity and 

personal accountability, 
building up our 

communities, and valuing 
every human life.”

MAGAZINE

TM

ing a strong sense of positivity, integrity, 
individuality, diversity, equality, person-
al accountability, and dedication to each 
person’s work.

TTMO delivers this message by rec-
ognizing the positive efforts of these 
young individuals and showcasing those 
efforts in TTMO Magazine, as well as 
online via Instagram, Facebook, and tt-
momag.com.

TTMO strongly encourages the im-
provement of our team members by re-
quiring that each member regularly par-
ticipate in positive activities including 
community service projects, assisting 
their peers whenever possible, and mak-
ing public appearances to encourage our 
mission statement with others.

If you’re interested in working togeth-
er with TTMO, hiring one or more of our 
talented teen models, or would like to be 
considered for a future project, please 
contact us via email or message us on In-
stagram or Facebook. We look forward 
to hearing from you! ■

About Us
EDITOR IN CHIEF
AMY STEVENS

EDITOR & ART DIRECTOR
IVAN FLORES

ISSUE PROJECT MANAGERS
KYLE GIBSON
AMY STEVENS

ISSUE WRITERS
KYLE GIBSON
MORGAN KRIZEK
MILES MARESCH
HECTOR REYES
KOLTEN KIRSCHKE

TTMO ELITE SHOOT DIRECTORS
AMY STEVENS & IVAN FLORES

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING
MANAGER
TONYA FENOGLIO

COMMUNITY SERVICE SPECIALIST
LEILA GIBSON
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Norma Finnen
Stylist

@finfab--fashionista
Norma Finnen

The TTMO Glam Squad is the creative team responsible for the TTMO models' hair, make-up, and styling. The Glam Squad is composed of profes-
sional artists who provide services in and around the DFW area.

LET'S UNLEASH YOUR INNER BEAUTY

GLAM SQUAD
The TTMO Elite Models Team help plan and create the content for TTMO 
Magazine every month. They promote TTMO's message and express themselves 
creatively through their articles and through photos in collaboration with 
TTMO's photography team. The Models Team Officers are veteran members 
responsible for making major decisions involving the TTMO Models.

ELITE MODELS TEAM

Fai Watson
Makeup Artist

@fai--slaythebeat
Fai Watson

J Anthony
Makeup Artist

@janthonymua
J Anthony Martinez

Ashley Rasco
Makeup Artist

@zaydsbeauty
Ashley Rasco

Alexus Condé
Stylist

@Alexus--conde
Alexus Condé

Sally Alvarez
Makeup Artist/Hair Stylist

@sallyarkbeauty
Sally Alvarez

Vee Matthews
Makeup Artist

@veematthewsartistry
Vee Matthews

Avery Stevens (age 16)
TTMO Elite Models Team Officer

@averyannstevens
@Avery.stevensss
Avery Stevens

Bella Fenoglio (age 17)
TTMO Elite Models Team Officer

@bellafenoglio
@bellafenoglio
Isabella Fenoglio

Kyle Gibson (age 17)
TTMO Elite Models Team Officer

@kylexdean
@dtx.kyle.dean
Kyle Gibson

Morgan Krizek (age 17)
TTMO Elite Models Team Officer

@modelmorganraine
@morgankrizek--

Arianna Hailey (age 16)
TTMO Elite Model

@itsari.aleise
@itsari.aleise

Kaylee Davis (age 17)
TTMO Elite Model

@kayleedavis
@kayleedavissss
Kaylee Davis

Mya Jones (age 17)
TTMO Elite Model

@myajjoness
@myajjoness
Mya Jones

Kolten Kirschke (age 16)
TTMO Elite Model

@koltenkirschke
Kolten Kirschke

Miles Maresch (age 16)
TTMO Elite Model

@milesmaresch
@mtmmiles
Miles Maresch

Madison Partee (age 17)
TTMO Elite Model

@madison--partee
@madison.partee
Madison Partee

Together we can 
accomplish anything.
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The TTMO Photography Team consists of professional photographers from the DFW area. They provide the primary photographic 
content for TTMO Magazine by working closely with the TTMO Elite Models Team. The Photography Team Officers are responsible for 
any major decisions involving the TTMO photographers.

PHOTOGRAPHY TEAM

TTMO Magazine Art Director
TTMO Photography Officers Team Lead
TTMO Team Photographer

Ivan is a portrait photographer and graphic designer based in Euless, TX who 
specializes in creative, lifestyle, and editorial photography. He strives to depict 
interesting narratives with his photos, but also enjoys creating portraits that 
showcase his subject's beauty. Ivan typically shoots on-location, usually in a 
natural setting, and his photography tends to center on concepts and themes 
that celebrate femininity and female empowerment.

Avery Stevens
Photo by Ivan

IVAN FLORES

@iflophoto
Ivan Flores

HECTOR JAVIER "JAVI" GONZALEZ

TTMO Photography Team Officer
TTMO Team Photographer

Javi holds a Bachelors in Graphic Design and is currently teaches digital arts. 
He found his passion for photography in 2015 when he was asked to photo-
graph a wedding. He loves all genres of photography, but currently specializes 
in weddings and portraits. Visit his website to see his full portfolio. 

Kaylee Davis
Photo by Javi

@hectorjavier--Gonzalez
Hector Javier Gonzalez

HECTOR REYES
TTMO Photography Team Officer
TTMO Team Photographer

Hector is a fashion photographer located in Dallas, TX. He holds degrees in 
engineering and has had a camera in his hand for over 20 years. He shoots 
both studio and natural light and works hard to create striking images that 
celebrate life in all its forms. His work has been described as professional, 
clean and modern. Hector has photographed new and experienced models 
and entertainers for years. His background in engineering combined with 
years of experience as a fashion and lifestyle photographer results in modern, 
stylish images his clients love.

Morgan Krizek
Photo by Hector

@hectors.images
Hector Reyes

TTMO Team Photographer 

Ed is a north DFW area photographer in Little Elm. He strives for image ex-
cellence and over the last six years has served the area with family, maternity, 
newborn, quinceañera, senior, sports, dance, wedding, destination wedding, 
and corporate headshot photography; fashion, editorial, and glamour photog-
raphy; and even pet photography.

Kolten Kirschke
Photo by Ed

ED WASSON

@ewassonphotography
Ed Wasson

TTMO Team Photographer 

Greg Daniels is a Dallas based photographer whose work focuses on creative 
photography with many years of providing clients, both fashion and editorial, 
with images that consistently deliver superior quality and innovative style. He 
approaches each shoot and assignment as a vehicle to create images that are 
visually appealing and uniquely original. Applying technical skill and expert 
knowledge of lighting and pictorial composition, Greg is considered one of 
Texas's preeminent photographers.

Mya Jones
Photo by Greg

GREG DANIELS

@gregdanielsphoto
Greg Daniels

TTMO Team Photographer 

Jeff is a Dallas, TX based photographer who's goal is to create captivating 
beauty, lifestyle, environmental, and portrait photos. 

Arianna Hailey
Photo by Jeff

JEFF PECK

@DFW--shutterbug
Jeff Peck

TTMO Team Photographer 

Allen is a world renowned paleontologist. He was working at a dig site just out-
side Snakewater, Montana when he was invited by John Hammond to attend 
and evaluate Hammond's new dinosaur park. Allen agreed to Hammond's 
invitation to tour the park, finding it difficult to turn down the request from a 
major financial donor, unaware that Hammond had cloned living dinosaurs. 
During a massive storm, the dinosaurs escaped, and Allen became stranded 
in the park with Hammond's grandchildren. However, using his ingenuity, he 
was able to escape after a only a few minor mishaps. He enjoys running in the 
rain, climbing trees, and throwing road flares.

Bella Fenoglio
Photo by Allen

ALLEN ENT

@ent.portraits
Allen Ent
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OMAR RAMOS
TTMO Elite Photographer 

Omar is a photographer with a love for storytelling. Born and raised in Brook-
lyn New York, Omar began assisting New York City fashion photographers 
Terry Weir and Phyllis Cuington, where he began his career in commercial 
portrait photography. Omar’s photography has been seen in national publi-
cations and trade circulations nationwide and published through marketing 
and music productions. He enjoys a wide variety of clients from top talent and 
model agencies to fortune 500 corporations.

Avery Stevens
Photo by Omar

@photosbyomar
Omar Ramos

TTMO Elite Photographer

Warren is a Dallas-based photographer whose primary areas of focus are fash-
ion, lifestyle and beauty concepts. He has been actively shooting in the studio, 
on location and traveling to events like New York fashion Week for the past 
5 years. His work is regularly published in glamour, fashion, lifestyle and cre-
ative art magazines in the U.S. and internationally.

Kyle Gibson
Photo by Warren

WARREN ANDERSON

@andersonphotoshoots
Warren Anderson

JULIEN KIBLER
TTMO Elite Photographer

A photographer originally from France but living in the DFW metroplex for 
the last 10 years, photography has been a passion of Julien's since he was a 
child. Julien has worked hard to teach himself photography and photo editing 
and is proud to be a self-made professional photographer. Julien's other pas-
sion is traveling the world, which blends very well with his love of photogra-
phy. Couples photography, including wedding and engagement photos, is one 
of Julien's professional specialties.

Madison Partee
Photo by Julien

@julien--kibler--studio
Julien Kibler

TTMO Elite Photographer

Kelvin started his photography career days when digital cameras didn't exist. 
Every shot must be right out of the camera to create that perfect moment 
for clients. He is a wedding and portrait photographer that creates timeless 
memories for his clients. His photography techniques focus heavily on OCF 
(off camera flash) and natural light to create timeless moments. He is a pub-
lished photographer and his work has been on many front and back covers for 
TTMO magazine and MMMagazine. He is also a creator of the Dallas OCF 
Group (facebook.com/groups/dallasocf) and he teaches OCF workshops.

Kaylee Davis
Photo by Kelvin

KELVIN PHAN

@kelvinphanstudio
Kelvin Phan

TTMO Elite Photographer 

A DFW-area sports, portrait, and fashion photographer who shoots outdoors, 
on-location, and in-studio. When he's not doing photography, you can find 
him at his "day job" underwriting middle market private debt and equity in-
vestments.

Mya Jones
Photo by Kyle

KYLE OKITA

@kyleokitaphotography
Kyle Okita

TTMO Elite Photographer 

A Dallas based photographer with 3 years of experience shooting both 
natural light and Off-Camera Flash. He strives to capture the very best of his 
clients while having fun in the process. You can often find him flexing his 
creative muscle alongside his OCF photo partner in crime, Kelvin Phan.

Bella Fenoglio
Photo by MQ

MQ NGUYEN

@mqprostudio
MQ Nguyen

TTMO Team Photographer 

An Arlington, TX based photographer who loves photographing landscapes 
as much as he loves working with models of all skill levels. He grew up in 
the small town of Pampa, TX where he began learning photography from 
his father, a well-respected wedding photographer. John is mostly self-taught 
in photography and editing and constantly strives to learn new lighting and 
editing techniques. 

Miles Maresch
Photo by John

JOHN GRADY

@john--grady--photography
John Grady

MAY 2021 GUEST PHOTOGRAPHERS
GUEST TEAM

@rajphotostx
SRINI NATARAJAN

@jeb.loftin.media
JEB LOFTIN

@nealbaileystudios
NEAL BAILEY

@crossover_studios
PRADHYUMANSINH SOLANKI

@servandomorales_
SERVANDO MORALES

@joebakerphotography
JOE BAKER

@tejaswighagada
TEJASWI GHAGADA

@chriskeuk
CHRIS KEUK
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hy is there a 
stigma around 
mental health? 
Why is it per-
ceived as a bad 
thing? What is 

a material manifestation of a mental 
illness? What “demons” are our peers 
facing? How is advanced technology 
affecting the mental health of teens 
today? What can we do to take bet-
ter care of our mental and emotional 
well being?  This issue of TTMO is 
meant to answer these questions and 
to educate our readers and viewers on 

mental health topics.  We want you to 
know that people with mental illness-
es are just like everyone else.

Mental health is a prominent issue 
in the world that affects one in five 
adults in the United States, while one 
in 10 young people has experienced 
a period of major depression. There 
are multiple types of mental illness-
es such as anxiety, depression, eat-
ing disorders, bipolar disorders, per-
sonality disorders, PTSD, psychotic 
disorders, and more. There are many 
causes for mental illnesses as well, 
internal or external. Mental health is a 
significant topic to talk about because 
there is a stigma around it. Nobody is 
weak or lazy for having a mental dis-

order; it does not mean someone has 
character flaws either. Mental illness-
es are simply chemical imbalances in 
the brain, but they are not anyone’s 
fault and they are a lot more com-
mon than one might think. More than 
half of the American population will 
be diagnosed with a mental disorder 
sometime in their life. So if it is such 
a common thing, then why is there an 
unhealthy stigma surrounding mental 
illness?

Whether or not mental illnesses are 
just “attention-seeking” behaviors 
has long been debated.  They are not. 
Naive people believe that therapy, 
pills, and other treatments are use-
less. “Grow up,” some say, but one in 

By Kyle Gibson
TTMO Elite Model

W

Photo by Ivan Flores

Photo by Ivan Flores

This issue is 
extremely 

crucial because 
mental illness 

is such a 
widespread, 

growing 
problem.

TTMO Message of the Month

“Mind Games”
five adults experiences mental health 
problems. People will reject pills and 
treatments because they do not want 
to rely on them to be “normal”. How-
ever, needing treatment for an illness 
is totally normal, regardless of the 
type of illness. Treatments and pills 
do not make anyone weak, they are 
simply a way to level the playing 
field and allow those suffering to pur-
sue their dreams. These are the stig-
mas around mental health that every-
one should be fighting.

This issue is extremely crucial 
because mental illness is such a 
widespread, growing problem. The 
Covid-19 pandemic isolation dramat-
ically increased rates of depression 
and suicide worldwide. People suf-
fering need to know that it is ok NOT 
to be ok.  They need to know that 
seeking help is not only necessary, 
it is as simple as making a phone 
call.  They need to know they are not 
alone.  We hope this issue of TTMO 
magazine helps raise awareness for 
mental illnesses. Stop The Stigma. 
References
https://www.mentalhealth.gov/basics/mental-health-myths-facts
https://medlineplus.gov/mentaldisorders.html
https://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/mental-illness/
symptoms-causes/syc-20374968?p=1
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T T M O  F E A T U R E D T E A M  P H O T O S H O O T

a LONELY e x p a n s e

"Just because no one else can heal or do your 
inner work for you, doesn't mean you can, 
should, or need to do it alone."
    -Lisa Olivera

Concept by
KYLE GIBSON

Shot on-location at
MONAHANS SANDHILLS PARK

Featured Models
ARIANNA HAILEY
AVERY STEVENS
BELLA FENOGLIO
KAYLEE DAVIS
KYLE GIBSON
MILES MARESCH 
MORGAN KRIZEK
MYA JONES

Photographers
CHRIS KEUK 
ED WASSON
IVAN FLORES
JOHN GRADY
JEB LOFTIN
JOE BAKER
SERVANDO MORALES
WARREN ANDERSON

Photo by Ivan Flores

KYLE GIBSON
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Photo by IVAN FLORES Photo by IVAN FLORES

I WILL PERSEVERE.
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Photo by IVAN FLORES Photo by IVAN FLORES

ARI HAILEY
I WILL FIGHT AGAINST THE STORM.

23TTMO Team Feature22 TTMOmag.com



Photo by IVAN FLORES

Photo by IVAN FLORES

AVERY STEVENS

EVEN ON DARK DAYS, 
I KNOW THE SUN 
WILL SHINE AGAIN.
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MILES MARESCH

Photo by IVAN FLORES Photo by IVAN FLORES

I WILL FLY.
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Photo by IVAN FLORES

Photo by IVAN FLORES

KAYLEE DAVIS

I WILL EMERGE STRONGER THAN BEFORE.
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Photo by CHRIS KEUK

BELLA FENOGLIO

NOTHING WILL HOLD ME BACK.
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Photo by ED WASSON Photo by  JOHN GRADY

MYA JONES I WILL PROUDLY STAND FOR MYSELF.
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Photo by WARREN ANDERSON

MORGAN KRIZEK

I WILL LOVE EVERY MOMENT.
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Photo by JEB LOFTIN Photo by JEB LOFTIN

TOGETHER, WE WILL.

TOGETHER, WE CAN.

37TTMO Team Feature36 TTMOmag.com



FASHION
 S P O T L I G H T

Model MADISON PARTEE
Photos by GREG DANIELS

Studio GREG DANIELS PHOTOGRAPHY

Madison wears a 
sparkly cocktail 
dress by Windsor.

39Fashion Spotlight38 TTMOmag.com
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Madison wears a 
purple evening gown 
by  The Vintage Shop.
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Featuring TTMO Elite Model MORGAN KRIZEK 
Photography by OMAR RAMOS

Antique props courtesy of Gunter Hometown Mercantile ( @hometownmercantiletx )

Morgan shares her top 6 tips on mental and emotional health self-care, including 
seeking help through organizations like NAMI North Texas.

T A K I N G  C A R E  O F  Y O U
ME TIME.

Have you ever suffered 
from anxiety or depres-
sion? Do you sometimes 
feel like there are chains 
weighing you down, 

making your chest heavy? Self-care is an 
important activity to incorporate into ev-
eryday life. Practicing self-care will better 
balance all the dimensions of wellness 
and can improve overall health, espe-
cially mental health. Life is meant to be 
enjoyed, so take the time to take care of 
yourself.

If you need some ideas on how to cope 
with mental stresses, here are a few things 
you can try.

1. Have a hobby as an outlet
Being able to relax and express yourself 

through a hobby, and releasing pent-up 
emotion, is healthy. Practicing an activi-
ty that you are personally connected with 
will allow you to do this. One of my fa-
vorite hobbies is creating art through 
drawing and painting. This creative outlet 
allows me to unwind and de-stress, espe-
cially after taking a test or spending long 
hours studying. 

3. Exercise
There have been many studies done 

on the benefits of exercise in improv-
ing mental health. According to Public 
Health Reports, research suggests that 
physical activity and exercise can alleviate 
some symptoms associated with mild to 
moderate depression, improve self-image, 
social skills, and cognitive functioning, as 
well as reduce the symptoms of anxiety. 
Dancing is my favorite form of exercise, 
but I also like to run and lift weights. My 
mood is always lifted after a workout.

4. Listen to encouraging music
Listening to and moving to the rhythm 

of music can boost self-confidence and 
be good for physical and mental health. 
Harvard Health Publishing suggests that 
many trial studies have demonstrated 
that medical patients have lower blood 
pressure and stress levels while listening 
to music. Listening to encouraging mu-
sic with a positive message can inspire us 
while also improving mental health.

47TTMOmag.com46 TTMOmag.com



4. Lose Yourself in Nature.
Nature has a special way of healing. Today’s research confirms that nature heals the mind and body. Studies have shown that some 

trees emit invisible chemicals that reduce stress hormones, can lower blood pressure, and improve immunity. Going out into nature 
for a hike or a walk allows the body to decompress and enjoy fresh air and sunshine, all of which can improve overall mood. In the 
words of John Muir, “And into the forest I go, to lose my mind and find my soul.”

5. Spend quality time with friends.
Spending quality time with friends is therapeutic and being able to build trust in friendships is great for mental health. Whether 

it is movie night, shopping, or just sitting around chatting, it is important to mental health to socialize and spend time together.

49TTMOmag.com48 TTMOmag.com



6. If you're struggling, seek help!

This is extremely important. You can only do so much to help yourself, so if things begin to get serious, seek help immediately! 
Mental health conditions are common among teens and young adults. 50% of lifetime mental illnesses develop by age 14 and 75% 
develop by age 24. A mental health condition is not your fault or your family’s fault. These conditions develop for complicated rea-
sons that researchers are only just starting to understand. But we do know a lot about how you can live well with a mental condition. 
You have the power to improve your mental health, but it starts with a conversation.

NAMI North Texas is an organization that supports youth by referring them to mental health resources in Texas and through 
programs held by our affiliate groups throughout the state. Experiencing mental health symptoms can be scary and confusing. That 
is why speaking up and asking for help is a sign of strength. It can be hard to know what to say, but start with something like, “I’m 
not feeling right. I think I need help. Can I talk to you about it?”  Whether you reach out to a parent, coach, teacher, or a religious 
leader, a trusted adult can help you figure out what is next. Mental health services and supports are available and the earlier you 
access them, the better.
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THRIVE are student led clubs that 
raise mental health awareness and re-
duce stigma on high school campuses 
through peer led activities, education, 
and events. Through a partnership with 
NAMI North Texas, student leaders are 
empowered with toolkits, materials, and 
resources to make running the club fun 
and educational.

THRIVE clubs connect students with 
their local community and support them 
in creating a culture free of judgement 
and encourage reaching out for help. 
THRIVE clubs are open to all students 
interested in mental health. It is not a 
support or therapy group. The club serves 
as a space where like-minded students 
can spearhead activities and discussions 
that combat stigma and contribute to an 
overall positive climate for mental health. 

Always remember that you are not 
alone. ■

To find out more about services offered 
by NAMI North Texas and THRIVE, 
contact NAMI North Texas at:
(512)-693-2000 or
officemanager@namitexas.org
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T T M O  G u e s t  Te e n  M o d e l  S P O T L I G H T

Featured Model VICTORIA LARSEN  ( @victoria.dubai )

Photographer/Director PRADHYUMANSINH SOLANKI ( @crossover_studio ) 
Photographer TEJASWI GHAGADA  ( @tejaswighagada )

Model JHONATAN FRITZEN   ( @jhonatan_fritzen )
Model RAYAN BAGHDADI  ( @rayanbaghdadi14)

Designer FURNE ONE ( @furneamato )

Makeup Artist  JOJO  ( @jojo_makeupartist ) 
Makeup Artist NAILA ( @nailaby_makeup_artist )

Produced by NICOLE RODRIGUES ( @nicolerodriguesdiva ) 
Courtesy of DIVA DUBAI MODELS ( @divadubaimodels ) 

Producer Nicole Rodrigues presents this stunning creative fashion shoot featuring teen model Victoria Larsen, wearing inspiring 
ensembles by world-renowned fashion designer Furne One of Amato Couture.

T H E  F I R S T 
T E M P T A T I O N

Photo by TEJASWI GHAGADA
Makeup by JOJO

Photo by TEJASWI GHAGADA
Makeup by JOJO
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Photo by TEJASWI GHAGADA
Makeup by JOJO

Photo by TEJASWI GHAGADA
Makeup by JOJO
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Photo by TEJASWI GHAGADA
Makeup by JOJO
Models VICTORIA LARSEN, RAYAN BAGHDADI 
& JHONATAN FRITZEN

Photo by TEJASWI GHAGADA
Makeup by JOJO

Models VICTORIA LARSEN, RAYAN BAGHDADI 
& JHONATAN FRITZEN
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Photo by PRADHYUMANSINH SOLANKI
Makeup by NAILA

Photo by PRADHYUMANSINH SOLANKI
Makeup by NAILA
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Photo by PRADHYUMANSINH SOLANKI
Makeup by NAILA

Photo by PRADHYUMANSINH SOLANKI
Makeup by NAILA
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Featured TTMO Models 
ARI HAILEY

AVERY STEVENS 
BELLA FENOGLIO

KAYLEE DAVIS
MILES MARESCH 
MORGAN KRIZEK 

MYA JONES

Featured Photographers
ED WASSON

IVAN FLORES
JOE BAKER 

JOHN GRADY
NEAL BAILEY 

SERVANDO MORALES
WARREN ANDERSON

Featuring images from the TTMO Team shoot at Monahans Sandhills Park in West Texas. 

METAL
Desert Disco

Photo by IVAN FLORES
Models MYA JONES & MILES MARESCH
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Photo by IVAN FLORES
Models MILES MARESCH & MYA JONES

Photo by IVAN FLORES
Model MYA JONES
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Photos by IVAN FLORES
Model MILES MARESCH

Photos by IVAN FLORES
Model AVERY STEVENS
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Photos by IVAN FLORES
Model BELLA FENOGLIO

Photos by IVAN FLORES
Model ARI HAILEY
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Photos by JOE BAKER
Model AVERY STEVENS

Model MILES MARESCH

Photos by JOE BAKER
Model MYA JONES
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Photos by JOE BAKER
Model MORGAN KRIZEK

Model KAYLEE DAVIS

Model BELLA FENOGLIO

Photo by JOE BAKER
Model ARI HAILEY
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Photos by WARREN ANDERSON
Model MILES MARESCH

Photo by WARREN ANDERSON
Model KAYLEE DAVIS
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Photo by JOHN GRADY
Model BELLA FENOGLIO

Photo by JOHN GRADY
Model KAYLEE DAVIS
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Photo by JOHN GRADY
Model AVERY STEVENS

Photo by JOHN GRADY
Model ARI HAILEY
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Photo by NEAL BAILEY
Model BELLA FENOGLIO

Photo by NEAL BAILEY
Model MILES MARESCH
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Photo by SERVANDO MORALES
Model BELLA FENOGLIO

Photo by SERVANDO MORALES
Model KAYLEE DAVIS, MYA JONES & BELLA FENOGLIO
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Photo by ED WASSON
Model AVERY STEVENS

Photo by ED WASSON
Model MORGAN KRIZEK
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Photo by ED WASSON
Models MYA JONES & MORGAN KRIZEK

Photo by ED WASSON
Model MILES MARESCH
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TTMO Elite Model  Influencer Kolten 
Kirschke talks about how teens are being 
mentally and emotionally impacted by 
the overuse of social media.

Model KOLTEN KIRSCHKE
Photographer ED WASSON

Stylist KINDA MAKINI
Hair Stylist BELLA COUTURE SALON    

Social Media 
and Teen Health

Social Media and Teen Health
Written by Kolten Kirshcke

Social media use impacts teen health 
in many ways depending on how 
much social media teens use and 

how it is used.  Teens use social media for 
entertainment, to express their creativity, 
and to connect with others all over the 
world.

Networks and platforms provide a 
range of benefits teens enjoy, however, so-
cial media can also negatively affect teens 
in many ways and it’s important to recog-
nize these red flags. When social media 
starts to disrupt sleep, cause communi-
cation issues, affect  mental health, and 
create addictions it’s time to take a closer 
look at how and how much it’s used.

 

Addiction
A huge percentage of American teen-

agers have social media profiles and spend 
the vast majority of their time consuming 
social media. Because of this, social media 
can become very addictive. 

Teenagers can start to feel the pressure 
to always be connected. Several studies, 
including one by UCLA Brain Mapping 
Center, show teen brains and how they 
become activated by social media use, 
sometimes causing them to want to use 
it even more. In the UCLA Brain Map-
ping Center study, researchers were able 
to compare several brain scans which de-
termined that the reward region of the 
brain was being activated by social me-
dia use. This particular region is sensitive 
during teen years and helps explain the 
draw and potential for addiction to social 
media use.
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A report by Common Sense Media found that:
• 51 percent of teens visit social media networking sites on a daily basis
• More than a third of teens visit their main social networking site several times a day
• 1 in 4 teens is a heavy social media user, using at least two different types of social media each day
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 It takes discipline not 
to let social media steal 

your time
-Alexis OhanianAnxiety and Depression

Knowing how teenagers' brains are be-
ing affected, it’s easier to understand that 
spending so much time online without 
regulated screen time is unhealthy. Too 
much screen time creates an increased 
risk in several health issues, the most 
common being mental health related.

Two of the most common issues seen 
with excessive social media use are de-
pression and anxiety. Teens invest so 
much time and energy into their social 
media accounts it starts to create a lev-
el of anxiety to have that perfect photo, 
video, or written post. If teens don’t de-
velop anxiety they could instead develop 
depression.  Trying to keep up with ev-
erything online can be really stressful. 

Social media related depression can 
stem from multiple things including  low 
self esteem from constant comparison, 
feeling victimized by mean online be-
haviors, cyberbullying, or just feeling like 
everyone’s life is perfect and struggle free 
except your own.

Sleep Deprivation
Combine online addiction with the 

inability to regulate screen time and the 
result is teens regularly staying up way 
too late.  This sleep deprivation creates a 
huge risk to their health overall.  Lack of 
sleep not only affects the immune system 
and growth, it can also lead to moodiness, 
overeating, anxiety and depression. Teens 
with sleep deprivation will start to feel 
tired all the time and become less happy 
than the average teen whose sleep habits 
are sound.
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A British Study in 
the Journal of Youth 
Studies found:

• 1/5 of the teens surveyed “almost 
always” wake up during the night 
to check social media.

• Girls are more likely to wake up 
and check social media than boys.

• Boys and girl with sleep 
deprivation report feeling less 
happy than the average teen.

Communication Issues
Social media is the modern teen way of 

keeping in touch with friends and com-
municating with peers but it’s also cre-
ating a huge opening for miscommuni-
cation. While social media is a great and 
convenient way to communicate it’s not 
the same as face to face communication. 
As a result, many things are taken out of 
context or misinterpreted causing confu-
sion.

Miscommunication is easy when you 
can’t see a person’s face or hear the tone 
in their voice. Most teens spend so much 
time online they forget how to interact in 
person and can come across as insensitive 
or rude. Teens addicted to social media 
can lose the ability to have fun in person 
and miss out on developing relationships 
if they continue to let social media take 
center stage.

Social media, in many ways, has been a 
great tool for teenagers to express them-
selves and share with friends, but it’s still 
important to know when to use it and 
how to use it. Knowing these facts and 
how excessive use online can affect a 
teens overall health, will hopefully lead to 
better choices. 

* Look for warning signs of depression 
and anxiety
* Communicate online and face to face
* Get plenty of rest and turn your devices 
off at night
* Pay attention to your online use and 
regulate your screen time. 

Allow social media to be a tool with ben-
efits and be aware when overuse starts to 
affect your health and your future. ■

( https://www.very well family.com/ways-social-media-affects-teen-
mental-health-4144769 )
    
( https://www.very well family.com/ways-social-media-affects-teen-
mental-health-4144769 )

( https://www.very well family.com/ways-social-media-affects-teen-
mental-health-4144769 )
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Model & Article MILES MARESCH
Photography by SRINI NATARAJAN

TTMO Elite model Miles Maresch gets personal on his struggle to determine his 
post-high school direction. To gain some insight, he interviews fashion designer 
Tanya Ivory Mayes.

 T I M E  T O  G R O W  U P ?
INDUSTRYCORNER

As I near the end of my junior year in highschool,  I am coming to a point in my life where I have to begin deciding my plans for the future. 
When hearing other people's plans for their life and how they already have the next 8 years of their life layed out, I am kind of amazed! I 
am struggling to decide on a direction so I’m very impressed by my peers who have a plan for not only the school they are going to attend, 
but the food they will eat on a day to day basis.  For me, at 17, narrowing down my passions to a point that I can determine 1) which ones 
I really want to focus on, 2) which type of education will provide me with the best preparation, 3) where to get that education, 4) if I can 
afford that education and, 5) if I will be able to get a job in the industry I have finally decided on in 4 to 6 years is EXTREMELY stressful.

While progressing through childhood and my early highschool years, I have developed a plethora of passions ranging from golf to leadership to community 
service.  So the struggle hasn’t been finding something I actually like doing, but narrowing it down.  At all points in my life I have known that I will be my 
own boss. Knowing the independence I've always wanted in my future career,  I recently got into the modeling industry and fell in love with FASHION. At 
the start of the Covid Pandemic I began drawing clothing sketches with the vision of starting a clothing company. I would spend hours planning, thinking, 
and creating concepts for my eventual business plan.  Do I follow a career path in the fashion industry?  I haven’t answered that question just yet. I thought 
interviewing a working fashion designer might help me answer some of the questions I have about working in the fashion industry and allow me to make 
more informed career decisions.
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I had the amazing opportunity to talk 
with a Houston based designer, intro-
duced to me by my Dallas model mentor, 
Isacc Birdlong. Tanya Ivory Mayes, own-
er of “The Ivory Collection”, was kind 
enough to answer my questions about her 
experiences as a fashion designer.  

How did you get into fashion design?
My love for fashion design began in my 
childhood.  I would take my mom’s fabric 
scraps and make doll clothes and bags. 

What fashion genre do you enjoy creat-
ing in most?
I will create wherever the wind takes me.  
But I love creating women’s casual and 
couture looks that are comfortable to walk 
in.  Those ideas come most naturally to me. I 
enjoy giving my designs an extra pop: some-
thing that makes others say, “Wow”.  

How did you go from becoming a stu-
dent of fashion to an actual working de-
signer?
It took years of practice, confidence and perse-
verance.  Never give up on your craft!  

If you could give your younger self some 
advice, what would it be?
I think I would tell my younger self not to 
be afraid to be ahead of the times, but to also 
work more at scaling and catering to the cur-
rent fashion needs during those times.  There 
is a fine balance between being too risky with 
couture looks and creating fashion consumers 
want to wear to stand out.  I would also re-
mind my younger self that success ebbs and 
flows: have faith and confidence and be pa-
tient that everything will work out. 
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"Making decisions that will impact 
my ability to function as an adult in 
the real world and support myself as 
I venture out on my own is scary. "
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When designing a piece, what inspires 
you?
When I design, I always aim to create pieces 
that bring joy and enhance my clients sense 
of well being. 

Can you give a description of a favorite 
piece you have created? 
I once created an ethereal butterfly dress with 
draped, flowing fabric.  It was so gorgeous 
and flattering!
Making decisions that will impact my 
ability to function as an adult in the real 
world and support myself as I venture 
out on my own is scary.  Having mentors 
willing to share their experiences and give 
much needed advice and direction helps 
me feel a little more prepared to make the 
big decisions I have ahead of me.  I realize 
that deciding on a future career now just 
so I can start college or take the next step 
in life does not mean I can’t change my 
mind a few years down the road.  But the 
competition in today’s world is fierce. It 
is important for all of us to prepare our-
selves as best we can to step out of high 
school and make the most of our next 
life adventure.  If we put planning and 
hard work ahead of our fears and stress, 
and involve exeperienced mentors in our 
growth and decion making processes, we 
will move forward in the right direction.

Please go enjoy beautiful designs by Tan-
ya Ivory Mayes on Instagram: 
@nia_models20
@theivorycollection
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of Photography

TH
EART

D O U B L E  E X P O S U R E

Model and Creative Direction: KYLE GIBSON

TTMO Makeup Artist: J ANTHONY

Photographer: HECTOR REYES

Photographer & Graphic Artist: DAVE BURTON
@davidburtonfoto14

This month, TTMO Elite Team Model KYLE GIBSON takes creative charge with TTMO Photographer HECTOR REYES 
and guest photograper DAVE BURTON to create images that visually reflect feelings of anxiety.
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M          ay is “Mental Health 
Awareness” month and 
we want to do our part 
in increasing aware-

ness. We want everyone to know that 
those who suffer from a mental illness 
are not less valuable. We’re trying to 
help remove the stigma of mental ill-
ness so those who want help feel more 
comfortable seeking it out. The theme 
for this issue is “Mind Games". 

With that in mind, the creatives on 
this segment traded ideas and created 
a mood board that helped us visual-
ize the ideas. We wanted to capture 
images that portrayed things that are 
NOT real but can feel real nonethe-
less. Specifically, hands and fingers 
poking, prodding and pulling you to 
do something but you’re not quite sure 
what it means. That feeling is com-
mon for those with anxiety.  

The images we planned to capture 
for this editorial were very conceptual 
in nature. All the images were planned 
to be double exposure or composites or 
both.  Kyle was the sole model shoot-
ing.  As our mood board was firming 
up, I realized I was going to need help 
planning and executing the shoot as 
well as the post-processing. I enlist-
ed the help of David Burton. He is a 
great photographer and graphic artist. 
Together we choreographed the shoot.

Pro Tip: Mood boards can be very 
useful tools to help communicate ideas 
and plans to all involved. We used Pin-
terest to capture images that conveyed 
the vibe we were going for. The mood 
board also conveyed the color palette 
and surroundings. Use the organiza-
tion tool on your Pinterest boards to 
create different sections within your 
board.  I find it useful to divide shoot 
concepts into sections like "wardrobe", 
"lighting", "composition", etc. 

For the composite images, we knew 
we wanted to composite hands into 
the images. We placed Kyle in areas 
that made it easy to blend the compos-
ite hands into the images. The camera 
was tripod mounted to ensure the 
background didn’t move and therefore 
we could align all the images with less 
difficulty.
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For the double exposure images 
we had a little more freedom and 
not all images were taken from a 
tripod. We actually wanted some 
ghosting by not having everything 
perfectly aligned.

We knew that none of the imag-
es we captured in camera would be 
the final images. The real work to 
create the images was done in post 
processing.  We used Photoshop 
to composite the images. Every 
element in the image (Kyle, back-
ground, hands etc) was on it’s own 
layer and could be manipulated in-
dependently. 

This was a great collaboration by 
the creative team. I hope you enjoy 
viewing our images as much as we 
enjoyed making them. ■
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